Stem cells--clinical application and perspectives.
Augmentation of myocardial performance in experimental models of therapeutic infarction and heart failure has been achieved by transplantation of exogenous cells into damaged myocardium. The quest for suitable donor cells has prompted research into the use of both embryonic stem cells and adult somatic stem cells. Recently, there has been a growing body of evidence that multipotent somatic stem cells in adult bone marrow exhibit tremendous functional plasticity and can reprogram in a new environmental tissue niche to give rise to cell lineages specific for new organ site. This phenomenon has made huge impact on myocardial biology, while multipotent adult bone marrow hematopoeitic stem cells and mesechymal stem cells can repopulate infarcted rodent myocardium and differentiate into both cardiomyocytes and new blood vessels. These data, coupled with the identification of a putative primitive cardiac stem cell population in the adult human heart, may open the way for novel therapeutic modalities for enhancing myocardial performance and treating heart failure.